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Introduction 
WHAT A SHAME? 
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SHAME is contagious in Salman novel. human characteristic shame is 

shared by both male and female protagonists 

these two characters are treated as marginal at 

at the heart of the matter. their 

whole novel as welL It seems that by 
. 

the novel, and 

they soon 

Although 

emotion, shame, becomes pivotal for the 

nuance, Rushdie is 

actually 

consequent 

ing with creation of Pakistan on a religious fervor and the 

Rushdie, the history of Pakistan a cannibalistic military. 

is an act of Both Omar and are victims of such shameful birth of a 

nation. In Rushdie's deft handling the bil1h and growth nation parallels the 

birth growth of two political that Pakistan 

is also responsible for a topsy-turvy situation in which all norms are turned 

upside down. The gender is a case in point. 

Salman Rushdie makes no apologies for complexity of his text. Undertaking any 

analytical approach to his work involves a L/L'--''--\,..1.1 of only to find that the 
) 

recurrent are all and dependent upon one another. 
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Pl''''''''''',�'' evident that 

Su 

eventually 
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embodiment 

are actually 

. relationship with 

Omar Shakil and 

self-reflexive narrator. Sufiya is a 

Omar is named by the narrator as 

Sufiya, 

her in order to gain control over her shame which 

deadly fury. in his text to show 

Inserts a 

which IS otherwise gwte normaL fiya evolves mto a character 

who upon The IS a 

deadly magical Although Sufiya is physically incapable of harming anyone, 

and torments family community. Sufiya remains 

to that she has committed. Omar's marrIage to to 
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remain in spite of everything, its grip on its honour and its unswerving moral code" 

(76). Her stories were altered, when necessary, to "maintain the grip on honour" (76). 

They were changed to reflect what they should be. This is a major concern of the 

narrator, and accounts for the relentless self-reflexivity in his text. He ceaselessly 

()ffers alternate possibilities and insights into the "ways" that his characters defend 

their honour and remove the possibility of shame from their narrative. 

The stones 1n the text, for the sake of simplicity, can be separated into two 

categories: the plot (the fairy story), and the subplot (the nagging voice of the self

reflexive narrator). As the story progresses, the struggle to gain an understanding of 

truth takes preference over the plot and the subplot offers an escape from the 

traditional story. 

Throughout the text Rushdie asks his readers to explore the paradigms which shape 

their understanding of truth. Through the telling of the two incongruous stories, 

Rushdie is exploring what scholars refer to as "the myth of the nation" (SOURCE). 

Myth can be understood as a means of identity formation. Morton explains that 

Rushdie sees the production of postcolonial identity as being a "fictional composite" 

of traditional and modern views. Through the exploration of history as a societal 

construct, Rushdie probes for a deeper understanding of the dominant paradigms 

which have shaped his own perceptions. The incongruity of the stories presented, is 

emblematic of multiple power struggles. These struggles are evidenced through the 

subconscious drive of Rushdie's narrator to present a truthful story. 

For a better understanding, we would rather examine the role of history in its present 

state and the problems that this raises for readers and critics of his texts. Rushdie's 

literature is often viewed as being counter-canonical because it does not reflect a 

cohesive national identity, but rather questions the very nature of identity through 

the rewriting of national h.istory. Rushdie's fragmented postmodern narrative 

technique is a crucial aspect of the "palimpsest" picture that he wants to present, but 

fragmentation can be quite problematic. 

Reading Shame in a postmodern age 



His plot creates the stage from which the true story can be told. A re-evaluation of 

history is necessary. His representation of the "myth of the nation" is a means of 

recognising what impedes his growth - what hierarchies exist within him - as a teller 

of stories. Simultaneously he suggests that a national history cannot be founded upon 

� false identity, as evidenced through the story of Bilquis. The reliance upon history 

to unearth identity is possible only if there is certainty on which the history was 

founded. For Rushdie, any certainty must be challenged. 

The struggle for truth is evidenced through the narrator's obvious unreliability and 

through the lack of control that the narrator has over what stories will finally emerge. 

Rushdie's postmodern fragmented fantasy world is not an excess of belongings; it 

allows readers to visualise the alternate states of reality present in the text - and the 

world surrounding them. Through fantasy, Rushdie is able to reject normative views 

of how history has progressed, and is progressing. 

The use of fantasy from a postmodern view-point may be responsible for the feeling 

of fragmentation. Starting from the early seventies and up until now, a list has been 

compiled of characteristics one might attribute to postmodernism, which also could 

describe literary magic realism. The major attributes may include self-reflexiveness, 

metafiction, eclecticism, multiplicity, discontinuity, intertextuality, parody, the erasure 

of boundaries and destabilisation of the reader. The author's vocation can b listed as 

under: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Self-reflexiveness (Rushdie alluding to Fitzgerald's translation of 
Khaiyyum while talking to the readers) 
Meta fiction (Rushdie differentiated between what is fact and what is 
fiction although there's carefully engineered confusion in the novel) 
Eclecticism (a blend of the prevalent writing techniques with literary
cuI tural theories) 
Multiplicity (of significance of one single event generating levels of 
meaning) 
Discontinuity (of cultural beliefs and practices against time and place) 
Intertextuality (Shame carries within itself the residues of historical 
anecdotes with events, persons along with literary allusions) 
Parody (of fairy tale plot, romance quest equivalent to coming to the 
centre from the margins and also the reversal of role-plays) 

Reading Shame in a postmodern age 



• 

• 

Erasure of boundaries (fact with fiction, love with death, realism with 
magic realism etc.) 
Destabilisation of reader (precarious experience of the postmodern 
reader) 

To further connect the two, magical realism and postmodernism share the themes of 

post-colomal discourse, in which jumps in time whereas the focus cannot really be 

cxplllined with scientific profoundness but rather with magical reasomng with 

obvious post-colonial twists. 

The house named Nishapur and its residents including the three Shakil sisters and 

Omar is full of mystery for the readers and also the neighbours. The owner, three 

Shakil sisters and the mothers of Omar are mysterious as well. They only 

comprehended three-one-ness. They reject God, their father's memory and their 

place in society which enabled them to mllintain their standards of behaviour. They 

never received any proper (in terms of socially established standards) education 

except of manners, which is why Nishapur - the only country they possess - is 

excluded from human society. But the oral legend goes on as Nishapur is the house 

of treasury. A local guide informed Raza Hyder, "But the story is, sir, that in that 

house is more wealth than in the treasury of Alexander the Great." (101) 

\nd the permanent dwellers of the house are resembled to sinful witches who cany 

forward witch-fashion by giving birth to their second son, Babar. The witch-fashion 

of three Shakil sisters may remind the readers about the witches in Shakespeare's 

Macbeth. Three witches are mysterious and bestowed with the power of prophecy. 

Three Shakil sisters are just the replica of these three witches controlling the new 

Macbeth's sense of history, present and predicament. This has been achieved 

through Rushdie's postmodern retelling of history. Rushdie's "Indian-ness" and his 

place in the counter canon, the 'ambivalent' authorship that Rushdie employs, and 

the gendered subjection of Rushdie's characters who meet in fluid timeline - all can 

be identified as his methods. 

Reading Sbame in a postmodern age 
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Omar received the advice of being shameless from no fewer than three mothers. His 

eldest mother introduced him with how the feeling of shame is as "the forbidden 

emotion of shame" (38). They even denied him the freedom to experience shame . 

• We come to see Omar's fondness for the orient, of things a little out of the line, 

colourful, curious never dies, rather his interest moves on into hypnotism. 

Hypnotism is the weapon for exploding the system living in the system. Hypnotism 

has its first reassurance in its process, as seen in the words of the author: "You will 

do anything that I ask you to do, but I will ask you to do nothing that you will be 

unwilling to do" (1983: 52). 

Omar is a 'self-taught prodigy' with his debut in the spooky house and the result of 

his self-teaching/ -learning was directly focused through hypnotising others. Omar, 

the voyeur, the hypnotist, does carry on towards medical science and shapes himself 

up as a doctor. 

f\ legitimised voyeur, a stranger whom we permit to poke fingers and 
even hands into places where we would not permit most people to 
insert so much as a finger-tip, who gazes on what we take most trouble 
to hide; a sitter-at-bedsides, an outsider admitted to our most intimate 
moments (birthdeathetc.), anonymous, a minor character, yet also, 
paradoxically, central, especially at the crisis ... yes, yes. (1983: 49) 

Where the patient is Sufiya, the practitioner of medicine is Omar. Omar, our 

peripheral hero, comes to the centre by his interest and profession of an 

immunologist, hypnotist. This top man of the city's leading hospital and an 

important chap came this long run of life by ruling over thjs particular human 

emotion named shame. He is in the opposite pole than the heroine Sufiya is because 

of his remarkable shamelessness of his entire life. 

\ oyeurism emerged in him as a result of shamelessness. He discovered him as a 

peeping-tom 10 the pervert cases mostly. Moreover, his voyeurism nourished 

permanently as his mothers demanded of spying the world through his eyes. 

Reading Shame in a postmodern age 
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sense of 
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Sham/? in a age 
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- \ccording to cultural anthropologist Ruth Benedict, shame is a violation of cultural 

r social values while guilt feelings arise from violations of one's internal values. 

Thus, it is possible to feel ashamed of thought or behaviour that no one knows about 

nel to feel guilty about actions that gain the approval of others. Psychoanalyst Helen 

ii. Lewis argued that the experience of shame is directly about one's self, which is the 

focus of evaluation. And that in guilt, the self is not the central object of negative 

evaluation; rather the act performed is the focus. And psychiatrist Judith Lewis 

Herman concludes that "Shame is an acutely self-conscious state in which the self is 

split,' imagining the self in the eyes of the other; by contrast, in guilt the self is 

unified. " 

Genuine shame is associated with gemune dishonour, disgrace, or condemnation. 

Bilyuis running naked in the public place is a shameful act that has been engendered 

by another shameful act she could not digest. Omar's experience with the shoe-

arland is another example of genuine shame. Raza Hayder disgraced by Iskander 

brappa in public gathering could be cited also. False shame is associated with false 

condemnation as in the double-bind form of false shaming; "he brought what we did 

to him upon himself". Author and TV personality John Bradshaw calls shame the 

"emotion that lets us know we are finite". (Sufiya blushing whenever she gets the 

notice of someone else or when she is loved is, in that sense, false shame. Rani 

Harappa feeling ashamed of herself through an understanding of her own faults from 

the male POV cannot be genuine shame either. 

_ ow, toxic shame is a variety that describes false, pathological shame. Bradshaw 

states that toxic shame is induced, inside children, by all forms of child abuse. Incest 

and other forms 0 f child sexual abuse can cause particularly severe toxic shame. 

Toxic shame often induces what is known as complex trauma in children who cannot 

cope with toxic shaming as it occurs and who dissociate the shame until it is possible 

to cope with. Omar brought up in the close guarters of the four walls not being able 

to interact with other people makes him a voyeur. 

Reading Shame in a postmodern age 
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n the 1990s,  psychologists introduced the notion of  vicarious shame, which refers to 

1e experience of shame on behalf of  another person. Sufiya's shame is since her 

irth - because her being a girl child has to do all with being ashamed of herself as 

er father and (that's why) her mother expected the chi ld to be boy. And we have 

�en the e ffects of the vicarious shame turning Sufiya into a violence-prone woman. 

'or readers in the postmodern era, reading may appear to be a precarious experience. 

'here can be a question as to what per cent o f  the reading population truly nourish 

nd practise the pos tmodern temperament of "aU is well" as  found in a recent 

)ollywood film. The reading mass experienced the rise and fall o f  the Victorians, the 

:1odernists with their 'early' and 'high' namesakes. However, one realisation comes 

rom an acknowledgement or belief that humans, at the end o f  the day full of merry

naking and collage-viewing, are cssentiaUy romantic at heart. The 'hope-against

lope' motif is still in everyone desperately trying to come out. Looking for symmetry 

,r purpose is s till a living endeavour. But  when the author talks to the reader and 

sola tes fiction from fact, the readers are constantly stressed with what to believe or 

vhat not to, and end up looking for the author's agenda. 

lushdie's next novel, The Satani(; VeneJ (1988), was banned in Pakistan, as i t  was in 

ndia and in many other countries, including several Muslim countries. In Bradford 

n the United K..ingdom, the novel was publicly burned by protesters and in Karachi, 

)akistan, the police fired into a mass protest and killed ten people. The climax of  

hese protests against the  novel was the death 'sentence', the fatwa, declared by the 

\yatollah Khomeini on Rushdie, his publishers and translators, with a bounty o f  

'"1.5 million o ffered to whoever would do the deed. The invitation to murder drove 
.., 

Zusbdie into hiding for several years and broke his life and career in two. A great 

leal has been written about the fatwa and its consequences on Rushdie's writing. 

Zushdie published several defences of his novel and of his practice as  a novelist, and 

bese are alluded to in the chapters of this volume. All these essays were published in 

rJ7Jc-I..�inary Home/andy (1991, 1992), including an essay in which Rushdie 'embraced' 

slam as a way of getting out of the impasse. 
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... lies, loose living, disrespect for one's elders, failure to love one's 
national flag, incorrect voting at elections, over-eating, extramarital sex, 
autobiographical novels ... throwing one's wicket away at the crucial 
point of a Test Match ... are done JbameleJJ!y. Then what happens to all 
that unfelt shame? (1983: 122) 

Throughout the novel, shame is connected to concupIscence, to a pathological 

female sexuality, so that the idiot Sufiya's release of absorbed shame is also finally 

brought about through the body, in the voracious sexuality and violence of the mass 

killer. Omar received the advice of being shameless from no fewer than three 

mothers. His eldest mother introduced him with how the feeling of shame is as "the 

forbidden emotion of shame". They even denied him the freedom to experience 

shame. However, his fondness for the orient, of things a little out of the line, 

colourful, curious never dies, rather his interest moves on into hypnotism. 

Hypnotism is the weapon for exploding the system living in the system. Hypnotism 

has its first reassurance in its process, as seen in the words of the author: 

You will do anything that I ask you to do, but I will ask you to do 
nothing tha t you will be unwilling to do. (1983: 52) 

Omar is a 'self-taught prodigy' with his debut in the spooky house and the result of 

his self-teaching/ -learning was directly focused through hypnotising others. Omar, 

the voyeur, the hypnotist, does carry on towards medical science and shapes himself 

up as a doctor. Omar headed towards his life carrying the '0' with him and a 

"sidelined personality" (1983: 35) and ended up as an outsider in every aspects of life, 

even the realm of his own: 

Omar Khayyam, walled up in 'Nishapur', had been excluded from 
human society by his mothers' strange resolve; and this, his mothers' 
three-in-oneness, redoubled that sense of exclusion, of being, in the 
midst of objects, out of things. (1983: 35) 

Rushdie's fascination with the subcontinent highlights his compelling and recurnng 

desire of writing 'the East'. \Vhile his representation of characters such as Sufiya 

Zinobia, Bilquis, Rani, Arjumand and others reveals his gender bias, his 

representation of the orient from an occidental location allows us to question some 

of the authorial agenda. My reading of the text is informal by post-structuralist 

Reading Shame in a postmodern age 
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theories such as psychoanalysis, neo-Marxist attitude of ideology construction and 

feminism. In particular, I have attempted to view Shame as a discursive practice that 

pit the Orient against the Occident. 

T.hroughout this study, I have tried to locate any existence of a narrator with 

pervasive neurosis, or an author-narrator who provides a free-indirect-discourse 

critique of his story. This questIon became essential to interpreting the 

representations of women. If emasculation through sexual abuse pathologises the 

feminine as such, the question of narrative sympathies must colour readings of both 

[he hermeneutic structures of the story and Rushdie's representations of women in 

cneral. With this realisation in mind, I have tried to approach the text from an 

bjective point-of-view but am aware that my discourse, which has been a product of 

h society, might have crept in here and there. 

I[ is fairly understandable that Shame evoked an avalanche of debates on the validity 

( r aross distortions) of Rushdie's depiction of India and Pakistan, while, further, it is 

of an extreme importance for a detailed reading of Rushdie's fiction to delve into its 

imertcxtual intricacies and respond to the challenge of its incessantly multiplying 

m rafictional levels. Therefore, I have consulted literatures on sub-continental 

histOry of politics, studied critical appreciations of the Eastern historical changes. 

Reading- Sbame in a postrnodern age 
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A FAIRY TALE 
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n 1,1ME'S "fairy story" is the story of two families the Hyders, and the Harappas. 

The heads of household are based on the Pakistani political leaders: Zulfikar Ali 

B hutto (Iskander Harappa) and h.is predecessor General Muhammad Zia-al-Haq 

'R, za Hyder). The turmoil surrounding these two political leaders is also analogous 

�t rhe critical conversation surrounding most of Rushdie's work. Bhutto represented 

m modern ideals of democracy and socialism. The General, who had Bhutto 

xecuted after overthrowing his leadersh.ip, advanced the Islamisation of Pakistan 

and established a more centrally controlled government. The two men represent the 

clash between intellectual modernism and the adherence to ideological convictions. 

Both men are equally destructive to their families and themselves. Iskander Harappa 

ngages in debauchery and infidelity throughout the �ext while insisting on a new 

c untry and promoting science and "modern thought". Raza Hyder turns h.is back 

on anyth.ing that is not a part of the image of nationalism that he promotes. Th.is 

clash is central to the Bhabba's assertion that, "Hybridity is heresy" and it brings to 

urface the complex issues surrounding identity forma tion. 

Rushdie's retelling of h.istory is more than a question of excessive myth or productive 

decentering. It delves into the deepest aspects of human nature and the formation of 

identity. So on many levels, Rushdie's postmodern retelling of h.istory becomes more 

dlan creative literary technique. The crux of his work lies in the nature of identity 

f rmation. The suggestion that identity formation is based upon a myth of 

n rionhood is not easily accepted by the subject promoting the "myths" or by the 

ubjected who is search.ing for identity. Rushdie's "fairy tale" characters reOect the 

l enls of identity formation. Iskander Harappa represents the struggle to move 

f [ward to a new concept of identity, whereas Raza Hyder wants to maintain (or 

create?) a place where identity can find solid ground. f\ t the stories' end, both men 

are dead, and they are both responsible for the destructive paths they pursued . 

.\Iodernism does not reign as the harbinger of Truth. 

mar Khayamm Shakil is introduced at the onset of the "fairy-tale" plot if Shame. He 

i: rhe product of shame but spends his entire life turning his back on that reality. His 

birth is retold in a semi-magical distortion of the true events wh.ich occurred. The 

Reading Shame in a postmodern age 
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� fY begins in the "remote border town of Q." Omar's soon-to-be mothers are 

- ::e 'isters who live with their father who despises both the indigenous population 

:- the "hellhole" town that they live in, as well as the British sahibs who have 

- I nise d it. The narrator explains, "Old Shakil loathed both worlds and had for 

� ny years remained immured in his high, fortress-like, gigantic residence which 

:ic d inward to a well-like and lightless compound yard". Mr. Shakil keeps his three 

.... u hters in isolation with him until his death, and on that day the sisters joyfully 

file the memory of him by throwing a miraculous party to which they invited all of 

Jle British sahibs and a few of the most prominent members of the townspeople. It 

wa n this night that Omar was conceived - "or so the story goes" (we are dutifully 

_�f rmed by the narrator). Months later all three of the sisters were miraculously 

_ [ nant. The narrator explains, "I am prepared to swear that so wholeheartedly did 

m y wish to share the motherhood of their sibling - to transform the public shame 

r- unwedlocked conception into the private triumph of the longed for group baby 

mat, in short, twin phantom pregnancies, accompanied the real one; while the 

_imultaneity of their behaviour suggests the operation of some form of communal 

mind". Immediately the narrator is suggesting the idea of myth creation that Brennan 

fers to. This is representative of the "myth of the nation" through the formation of 

[h longed for "communal mind". He is suggesting that the mothers became truly 

c nvinced of the miraculous birth of their child because of their intense desire to 

scape the shame that would ensue had one of them admitted to conception out of 

wedlock. 

This view goes back to the reshaping of the story of Bilguis. In order to maintain 

honour, some narratives must be retold. Clearly, this birth is emblematic of the birth 

of Jesus to the Virgin Mary. In order for individuals to accept Jesus as a prophet (in 

the Islamic tradition) or as Christ (in the Christian tradition), he could not have born 

of a "harlot" so his birth was transformed by the power of myth to become a 

miraculous event rather than a shameful one. In every line of the text Rushdie is 

retelling and re-envisioning lies and truths that have come before, and he entirely 

blurs the distinction between the two. Through Rushdie's relentless deconstruction 

of the formation of truth, some scholars, like Aijaz believe that there is no truth 
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. resent in his texts. However, some things in Rushdie's world are grounded in belief 

and they are embodied in the character of Sufiya Zinobia. Her name is given early in 

he novel - but only as a supplemental fragment of knowledge. She is still seen as a 

di.;ruption of the story which is meant to be told. Sufiya is merely a part of Omar's 

"\'entual story, but even in her developing stages the narrator cannot escape her. 

Readers come to learn that Omar was "Born in a death-bed, about which there hung 

[he ghost image of a grandfather who, dying, had consigned himself to the 

cripheries of hell; his first sight the spectacle of a range of topsy-turvy mountains ... 

mar Khayyam Shakil was afflicted, from his earliest days, by a sense of inversion, 

f a world turned upside down. And by something worse: the fear that he was living 

a[ the edge of the world, so close that he might fall off at any moment". Omar is 

3r ibuted similar characteristics as the grandfather, insofar as his inability to choose. 

Thi: is why Omar is named the "peripheral hero" by the narrator. The narrator is 

ympathetic to Omar because, as the narrator acknowledges that, he too exists on the 

periphery, (as a duel emigrant) incapable of seeing the "missing bits". j\n interesting 

lationship is established between the two characters (Omar and the narrator) 

because both of them are incapable of accepting the true state of their "peripheral 

xistence". In the story, Omar peers through his grandfather'S telescope, beyond the 

"border town of Q," and sees the horizon which convinces him he must be near the 

"Rim of Things," but in his nightmares there is nothing but a void beyond this Rim. 

There was no possibility of life beyond the acknowledgement of his shameful 

xistence. So he decided a t the age often to sleep as little as possible. The narrator 

nd Omar's situation parallels nicely. Because they are unable to accept their 

questionable identities they try to tell the story with which they are the most 

comfortable. However, as readers are being introduced to the complex world of the 

y ung Omar, Sufiya's story begins to emerge. Sufiya is still unborn at this point in the 

'<:tory" and will remain to be for ten years, but she has already begun to consume the 

narrator's thoughts. His mention of Sufiya is set off in parenthesis, which signifies 

immediately that she is disrupting the overall now of the story, but nonetheless her 

presence cannot be ignored: 

Reading Shame in a postmodern age 
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His wife, the elder daughter of General Raza Hyder, was an insomniac 
too; but Omar Khayyam's sleeplessness is not to be compared with 
hers, for while his was willed, she, foolish Sufiya Zinobia, would lie in 
bed squeezing her eyelids shut between her thumbs and forefingers, as 
if she could extrude consciousness through her eyelashes, like motes of 
dust, or tears. f\nd she burned, she fried, in that very room of her 
husbands and his grandfathers death, beside that bed of snakes and 
Paradise .. . a plague on this disobedient Time! (1983: 17) 

Ie afiction is fiction that self-consciously reflects upon its fictional status and 

c mments upon its own use of narrative conventions. Rushdie's position is that of 

1ar I -haiyum the poet who is lost in Fitzgerald's 'translation'. This narrative device 

� most often identified with male postmodernists, even though meta fiction's 

ential to subvert the conventions of literary discourse would seem to make it an 

l ctive genre for feminist writers. However, it remains a fair argument to say that 

Jl.lIlJf comes closer to postmodern fairy tale narratives with obvious re-workings: 

I had thought . . . that I had on my hands ... an almost excessive 
masculine tale, a saga of sexual rivalry, ambition, power, patronage, 
betrayal, death, revenge. But the women seem to have taken over; they 
marched in from the peripheries of the story to demand the inclusion 
of their own tragedies, histories and comedies . . . to see my 'male' plot 
refracted ... (1983: 173) 

In [he popular fairy tale, Snow White herself is first innocent, or white; she meets her 

3 parent death from eating the red side of the poisoned apple, analogous to 

1enarche (or sexual knowledge, like Eve's); she goes into the 'seclusion' of death, 

although the dwarfs will not bury her in the 'black' ground; and she is revived by a 

. ·ss on her red lips, signifying marriage and nobility. Unlike the religious and national 

rigins treated in myth and legend, fairy tales are a narrative form that engages with 

personal and social origins. Moreover, the instability of fairy tales - historically 

c ntingent, forever reworked by the new teller - allows for the kind of artistic 

manipulacion. In its original oral incarnation the folk tale marks the social initiation 

uf a young woman, and celebrates her coming-of-age. It is also, importantly, a 

warn1l1g. 

Reading Sbame in a postmodem age 
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. e popular fairy tale 'Beauty and the Beast' stands as a model for a plot rich in 

.,portunities for expressing a woman's anxieties about marriage, but, in recent years, 

- ht s turned into a story focused on the Beast rather than on Beauty. Sufiya stands 

�t" ground: 

. . .  but that he guessed that the creature inside her, the hot thing, the 
yellow fire, had by now consumed her utterly, like a house-gutting 
blaze ..... [Omar] woke up, but the dream refused to leave him. It hung 
before his eyes, that spectre of his wife in the \.vilderness, hunting 
human and animal prey. (1983: 242-253) 

"The beast inside the beauty." writes Rushdie, "Opposing elements of a fairy-tale 

_ J bined in a single character." 

\nother staple of the fairy tale is cannibalism. Cannibals magnify the normal in a 

. � erbolical fashion. And the issue of survival through eating spreads across this 

J.r' and bewildering place. Food - procuring it, preparing it, cooking it, eating it -

ominates the material as the overriding image of survival; consuming it offers 

:ontradictory metaphors of life and civilisation as well as barbarity and extinction. 

However, if making love to humans can be seen an equivalent to food consumption 

.:nd the pleasure it brings, killing the humans may very well be argued as cannibalism. 

-:-his performance, a masquerade of sorts, is one of the most important tropes in the 

works of the postmodern gothic tradition. Sufiya, through the acts of violence and 

:. If-revelation, can choose both her identity and her destiny. She chooses to become 

ne of the defining characters of the horror genre - the impure, the interstitial being 

:n the attic "to administer the drugs tha t turned her from one fairy-tale into another, 

.. [ sleeping-beauty instead of beauty-and-beast" (1983: 237) . She strays from the 

. th, choosing the pleasure principle over the reality principle, choosing what is 

, I asurable and sensual over duty and responsibility. Giving her this choice disrupts 

me conventions of the fairy tale and maps out another way to view the stories, as a 

j eral way to construct (her)self 

Reading Shame in a pos tmodern age 
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Chapter Two 
A POLITICAL ALLEGORY 

I1ff in � postmodern �ge 
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\ l  � offers, albeit de liberately, a fragmented reality of Pakistan. Previously, he 

_ _  ed with a similar project of re-writing the history of an undivided I ndia in 

Children. Both novels share certain commo n featu res.  Ca therine Cundy 

'l-ends: 

.-\5  with Rushdie's other fictional en terprises, it  is a case of content 
dictating form. The na ture o f  his arguments demands representation 
and explication through forms which display a corresponding tone, 
whether of chaos, confusion, fanta sy, or moral or political didacticism. 
Rushdie de sires to tell a cautionary tale about the Pakis tani e lite in 

home - a tale that demonstrates the numerous ills bred by oppression 
and in which violence and corruption gain their just  reward s - and it is  
[his internal compulsion that contribute s  to the impression o f  the text 
as closed, bearing a prede termined argument. (44) 

- r-111k Cundy is right in her assessment that Rushdie's Shame is a darker book 

�e it deals with a very dark place called Pakistan. The question of a more 

- ....-.:
. 

a ionate or complex repre sentation does not arise, for the "content" is 

ng the way the story must be told. It is instances such as these when the text 

m _� become a site of inundation by incorporating particular aspects of Pakistani 

- ry , especially the instances that migh t complicate this redu ctive view o f  Pakistan 

:he \\titer and the critic alike. 

_ .t" need to inundate works about the Is lamic periphery is even more urgen t  now, in 

- .c con text o f  E uropean and American I slamophobia. While analysing the archetypal 

- )[ of the names of the main characters, Brennan sugge sts tha t  Raza Hyder, the 

_Cia£ r in the story, besides being the thinly-disguised comic version of the real 

:c tamr General Zia-ul-H aq, has a compound name sharing attributes o f  two 

::n ortant terms fro m  the Indian History. Thus, Raza an alternate form of 'raja'  

..lg c, ring the British Raj that ruled India from 1 858 to 1 947 . And Hyder Ali, the 

_ i
-
am us ruler of Mysore, a freebooter from the South. In this passage, a character's 

irr name, Raza, which is a Persian name and has no linguistic relationship to 

:: n krit Raja - they could not even be cognates and have never been known be 

o na tes - are merged and extended to sugge st roots in the British Raj .  On the o ther 

. and, Hyder Ali, co nsidered a hero by the Indian Muslims for his long fight against  

in  a pos tmodern age 
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B ·i tish, is converted from a native hero into someone whom the British see as a 

_ b oter, hence privileging metropolitan history over the history of the periphery . 

minent critique Shamsad Mortuza aptly says -

What could have been a revenge trage dy becomes a black comedy in 
the Rushdiean treatment. Rushdie's attempts to labour to grab the real 
world in the fictional attire finally start making sense. We identify Raza 
Hyder as President Ziaul Haq, 1sky Harappa as Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, 
. \rj umand as  Benazir. Before we start boasting of our fi ndings, Rushdie 
shrewdly eschews any such resemblance: "The country in this story is 
not Pakistan, or not quire . . . " (2001 :  115)  

.. - h e case of Shame, most critics accept  Rushdie's representation of Pakistan without 

'"' .:ri n and extrapolate from that assumed truth. Almost all of them tend to think 

- - it is the place - Pakistan - that imposes the style of writing and narrative 

_ _  ruques adopted by Rushdie while writing Shame. Hence, Shame is read as a form 

- mimetic fiction that uses fa ntasy, sa tire, and grotesquery in coming to terms with a 

life situation - its raw materials - so bizarre that it could, in Rus hdie 's words, 

- k a writer's heart" (1 983: 68) .  The dark humour and grotesque fictional world 

- IJ IIl1e, in fact,  becomes a much gentler represe ntation than the real life Pakistan. 

111 ndate this broad critical consensus, one mus t firs t recognise the two sources of 

consensus: the tex t and Rushdie's own words about the text. One can read the 

-ex - to assess the validity of the reading, but it is also useful to trace Rushdie's 

- - ments outside the text. 

hdie's narrator con fronts the problem of female subjec tion within his creation of 

-(01) . As a crea tor he does not know how much control he has over his own 

� r  ep tions, and his own interpretation of what a story Jhotl/d be. Rushdie's narrator 

:- \;des some insigh t into the problem of his own storytelling. The narrator 

_ - owledges that even he was not ready for the amount of control that the women 

- capable of obtaining. B u t  nonetheless they have. In the beginning of the story 

.�� a was a minor disruption who was magically removed. She has now begun to 

- oy r the tale as it were. So, "Who is Sufiya Zinobia?" 

-
. 

g bame in a posunodern agL: 
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Ira Zinobia's creation is no less curious than O mar Shakil's. She is a character 

o is shrouded in the ambiguous my stery uf Rushdie's magical realist technique. It 

-hi . mystery that has caused many critics to question her role in the text. However, 

- : .  necessary to examine Su fiya's " fairy tale" existence (her relationship to the other 

acters) as well as her development as a character (her relationship with the 

amr) . 

... -- ya is a member of the politically powerful Hyder family. She was supposed to be 

- _ r incarnation of the couple'S son that was stillborn years earlier, so when they 

:::o\-ered her sex, they were dissatisfied at the thought of this female child who 

uJd ha\ e been a male. Sufiya, "they say" was blushing the day she was born, as if 

_ knew the inevitability of the shame which surrounded her very being. It is 

- :;':. r) to compare this acceptance of shame to O mar who chooses to ignore his 

hame ful manifestation and exists "on the periphery," always knowing that he is 

'lble of crossing over things but never taking the chance. Su fiya does not have the 

JI}' o f  choice. Her shame is revealed clearly ,  for all to see. But Sufiya's shame does 

. nd with her sex; it begins with it. Sufiya magically becomes the fury of all of the 

.ml surrounding her. It is not her own being that is shame ful but the creation of 

. - m) th o f  shame which those around her participate in. When the two-month old 

�:l\' contracts a fever, her mother immediately assumes (or creates?) the worst 

- . nario for the outcome of her child, the narrator explains: 

Bilquis, rendering hair and sari with equal passion, was heard to utter a 
mysterious sentence: 'It's a judgment,' she cried beside her daughter'S 
bed. Despairing of military and civilian doctors she turned to a local 
Hakim who prepared an expensive liquid distilled from cactus roots, 
ivory dust and parrot feathers, which saved the girl's li fe but which (as 
the medicine man had warned) had the e ffect of slowing her down for 
the rest o f  her years, because the unfortunate side-e ffect of a potion so 
filled with elements of longevity was to retard the progress of time 
inside the body of anyone to whom it was given. (1 983:  1 00) 

� ) this is what becomes of Sufiya Zinobia. Because she was named a source of 

:,3. e, the myth continues and it grows with.in her. It becomes her. She embodies 

nature - the very essence of shame, and her path of destruction is dangerously 

ding Shame in a pos tmodern age 
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ufiya begins to  commit heinous cnmes but  remains unaware of her 

- ment in them. At the age of five she is  found in the middle of the night at her 

. b ur's chicken coup where she has twisted the necks of dozens of chicken.  And 

.. afrer her marriage to her "would-be" saviour, Omar Shakil, she kills four boys 

t: -arne manner as the chickens after having intercourse with each of them. 

n • Bilkis and Naveed Hyder can be understood as the perfect sculptures effected 

::1 iarchy. Rani, wife of Iskandar H arappa and mother of Arjumand, is a 'real 

:nan , or what a woman should be like. She is brought up in the perverted 

�1i[ ry of Bariamma and then married to a well-known playboy and gay named 

" nd r Harappa. She stopped complaining after the first sentence uttered by her 

band in the bride chamber: "Get one thing clear, you don't pick and choose my 

- � p-d " (1 983:  80) . 

- ughout her life, she was deprived of her husband's company and city life. She 

thrown into the distant vi l lage of Mohenjo after the birth of her first and only 

c...o heer i\rj umand and kept there until death. She was used shamefully whenever 

:: husband and her daughter needed her. Though she is a trophy-wife, she has to 

�:"·er six years o f  being homebound for her husband's wrong political actions. She is 

... h a passive observer that she only sees all the misdeeds o f  her husband and 

ill wS all o f  them. Her vocal expressions against all those misdeeds were 

::ml) ed only through eighteen shawls during those long six years of being 

mebound. She is so muffled that she could not complain even though she sees the 

dence of Iskandar's murder . 

• =-t [her ISA is Bilkis Hyder. Bilkis learned , practised and achieved some dreamy 

rions o f  and about life .  Movies of  her father's theatre and Kemal also are 

: s nsible for making this fairy tale land in her. She used to think of herself as queen 

:: a princess and fol lowed the actress's movement in movie s and practised it literally 

nd ritualistically. Her father Kemal also spoiled this motherless daughter out of  

"ection:  ' 'Why do you lift your hand, daughter? A pri ncess does not serve" (59) 

eading Shame in a postmodern age 
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\nd when the bomb blasted, her father died; she  started walking all naked through 

- e s treet among hu ndreds of people . She wa s only unconsciously con scious about 

. ilpatlc/ . Her dupatta was there around her neck protecting, ironically, her ijjot or 

- n ur. Later she could not adjust in Bariamma's p lace for long because of her 

. rinct, already matured or seasoned ISA about the ftrs t  son.  She was hunted by 

- ha me; the ISA at the end o f  her life again. She s tarted wearing veil always even in 

J mestic quarters. 

_ -3 \-eed Hyder, Good News Hyder, i s  the typical ancient ISA of wome n. The 

rising and high number of ma ternal production of her is just  the example of this. 

In fact, Shame is ruled by three male gazes. The author is male.  He has created all her 

:emale charac ters. If he does not want to support patriarchy or if he does not wan t  to 

c[ as  a femini s t, his phallocentric language, knowledge and the lack of female 

xperience would n o t  be supp ortive enough for his intention. 

\ . it  is a postcolonial fic tion, the ri sk 0 f the target reader is male. Because, 

_ . - tOricaIly speaking, fe males were barely educated in that very period. Even the 

� male charac ters here in the novel are not educated. Fara h and Arj u mand are the 

nly litera te and de scribed as a mbitio us girls. 

11 se ISAs about women, such as what a woman should be like or how a woman 

:hould be have, are influe nced by two most important charac ters of Shame. Arj umand, 

-he \ irgi n iro n pant, always avoided femininity in her. She always cross-dressed, cut 

ler hair short and did not wear any jewellery. She followed and practised boyish 

. anners and attitude.  When s he went to boarding school, ironically some other girls 

;- U in love wi th her. The craziest one was kidnapped by local boy s when she became 

_ abiruated to wait for Arj umand at a shop. 

_ he always participated in poli tical activities with her father. Whe never the risk of 

-:, ult  came while visiti ng fields, she answered with her keen marshal art. The boys 

) group subjected to this marshal  art learned a lesson alway s. So her father, Iskandar 

eading Shame in a postmodern age 
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a never had to worry about her only daughter. He never entered her territory 

- d s and don'ts instead let her be what she wanted to be. 

_ brea ks all the notions o f  girly attitude finally when she started pursued the 

. IS physically and psychologically when she and her mother were h omebound at 

njo.  I nsult was a freguent p henomenon for her: 

'This woman's body,' she told her fa ther on the d ay she became a 
grown woman, 'it brings a person nothing but  babies, pinches and 
shame. ' (1 07) 

_-.-:1 Zinobiya, daughter of Bilkis and Raza, a nd the heroine of Shame, is the sole 

rated charac ter of all those man-made ISA s .  She was extremely ma ture after the 

_�. birth of her own self. She was supposed to be a boy but  j ust because of her 

r cha nge , she bec ame the shame of her mother and bore the blush in hersel f  

-h in fluence of her mother. However, she breaks the chain of ISA from over her 

b having like a child.  H er menta l  maturity is three-year-old when her body is 

- � h-e . 

What forces moved that sleeping three-year-old mind in its twelve
year-old body to order an all-out assault upon feathered turkey-cocks 
and hens? (1 39) 

- _1:.-a Zinobia, the wrong miracle, had torn off two h undred and eighteen turkeys' 

_ d and then reached down deep into their bodies to draw their guts up through 

- _lr necks with her weapon - her hands, while she was sleepwalking. Her brain was 

p only in parts, and was called into action through the agency of the external 

. .  -e. ,  owing to some peculiar cause - this could have been a word pronounced, a 

u ht, or picture lingering dormant in one o f  her cells o f  memory. This hypnotic 

became a life-parody with Omar's profession but what is 'wrong' with Sufiya? 

• :Jod1er case of breaking the ISf\ about being a universal 'woman' or <feminine' is 

' own at the wedding of Su fiya's sister. Her too-sensitive spirit felt  shame of her 

ots because her sister bre aks the ISA of being a good bride and marry the person 

cacling Shame in a pos tmodern age 
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[Iction.  Clari fication sta rted working well in this phenomenon of their characters. 

But, as always, unexpected and contrary ways h ave dimensions and diversity. 

J\eaders receive the sense o f  Orientalism in Omar's view of life especially about his 

ot. Omar's three mo thers never disclosed the name and identi ty o f  his biological 

� ther, neither does he gets to call  anyone as fa ther. Mys tery h eigh te ns in the case 

that he also does not know which one of the three Shakil sisters is his biological 

mother. This his tory of his rootlessness becomes the story for o thers and haunts him 

rnroughout his en tire li fe. He adopted the rootlessness which is common to the ' fair 

. x' o f  the subcontinent as they have to lead the li fe o f  a nomad leaving their 

parental resident and gOlng onto the husband's wi thout, however, 

wning/pos
.
sessing any wealth or property to call their won. Omar is made a man 

\·ho is  without the knowledge of his ancestry . 

. -\s we have noted above, Rushdie lived only very briefly in Pakjstan and everything 

I e had had to say about that country by 1 983,  in Shame, expressed his repulsion. The 

failure o f  the s ta te of Pakistan has a domestic allegory in the squabble between two 

owerful  families, only thinly disguised to represen t that o f  Zulfikar Ali Bhu tto 

(lskander Harrappa) and o f  Zia ul-Haq (Raza Hyder) .  But the force of Rushdie's 

critique o f  Pakistan as an oppressive and au thoritarian society is focused on the 

ueatment of women.  However, let us not forget that the author is an expa triate and 

xpressing his ideo logies in English be fore al l  e lse .  Rushclie says about his hero and 

maybe his own alter ego: 

OllfJider! TreJpaJ'J'er! YOII have no right to thz:I' Jttbject! . . . I know: nobody ever 
arrested me, N or are they ever likely to, Poacher! Pirate! We reject your 

authority. We know YON, with .yourforeign language wrapped around YON like a 

.flag: .freaking about tty in yottrjorked tongue, what can you tell but lieJ? I reply 
with more question: is history to be considered the property of the 
participan ts solely? In wha t cour ts are such claims s taked, what 
boundary commissions map out the territories? (1 983:  28) 

Rus hdie's argument suggests a ge ndered sense of 'hon our', a p ublic sense in which 

men fraudule n tly disguise cynicism by investing honour in the conduct of women, in 
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,-itability of  the "missing bits". So he choosc� to tell many stories, and question 
Jeh of them. Throughout Shame readers will be introduced to multiple stories, all o f  

�;;;������������' W�.E7""��� 

.In Shame Rushdie has presented a fictional country that is based on Pakistan - but i t  

is also Pakistan .  Some authors use obscure metaphors in  their fiction writing so that 

readers may participa te in  a j ourney of discovery . Many of Rushdie's metaphors are 

far from obscure. He insists that readers re-evaluate what they have already known to 

be true. This adds to the critical attacks surrounding his work and consequently, to 

the defensive tone of the narrators question in Shame, ' 'Who commandeered the job 

of rewriting his tory?" (86) The novel itself is a rewriting of history, and many critics 

struggle with whose history Rushdie is telling. Rushdie is writing as a "duel 

immigrant". His narrator lives in London he and is telling the story of  a "country that 

is not Pakistan  - or not quite," because he does not know if he has the right to tell 

[he stories. His ambiguous authorship becomes problematic and many critics wonder 

\\ hat perspective he is writing from. I n  the first place Indians don't figure in these 

novels, except  as that familiar sea of dark faces, the sea of humanity beating against 

the ubiquitous citadel's of  the white man's presence. This highlights the problem of 

Rushdie 's inclusion in the canon of  postcolonial literature as well as the problem of 

ambivalent authorship . The author's questioning of all Truths rejects a cohesive 

national identity and establishes his work as "counter-canonical". As a member of 

this counter-canon, Rushdie is on the outside again, and his sta tus as the teller of 

stories is questioned because he is viewed as a member of the western world looking 

back at his homeland. The counter-canon does not exist only in the realm of literary 

criticism. Rushdie's relentless questioning of Truth extends outward to the problems 

of the postcolonial nation and his responsibility as the subject and/ or the subjected . 

. \ime Cesare addresses this VIew of "the other" in  a book entitled DiJmurJe on 

C% nialiJm. He proposed that the only history is white and that the only ethnography 

is white. It is the Wes t that studies the ethnography of the others and not the other 

way round. Although Cesaire's book was published in 1972 when m uch of the world 

was poli tically controlled by Western powers, the postcolonial nation still suffers 

Reading Shame in a pos tmodern age 
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Chapter Three 
A STORY OF A WOMAN 
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o f  the gaze.  TlLis form of gaze can be the sexual gaze by a man towards a woman, or 

the gazing of an image of a woman in some text or in the media. This harks back to 

binaries of male/ active, female/ passive. 

From the male perspective, man possesses a gaze because he is a man, whereas, a 

woman has a gaze on!J when she assumes the male gazer role, \-vh en she objecti fies 

others by gazing at them like a man. However, Sufiya establishes a different grammar 

of her own theory of gaze. This does not confonn, nor does it need to, to the 

established diction o f  the male gaze prevalent in her society .  She twists the neck of 

her bro ther-in-law at a social gathering. She kills the four adolescents with whom she 

experienced physical pleasure. H er language is  vi tal - violent too. The Jharia of Islam 

that pennits polygamy for men is apt to negate the same position in case o f  women .  

Shamsad Mortuza fi nds out obvious connotations o f  the IslanLic Jhana being '-

reversed: 

Sufiya . . .  takes four men at a time before killing as  vindication for her 
husband's illici t  a ffair with her old maid. The use of " four" distantly 
connote s  the provision of marrying four women under Sharia laws. 
The same religious implication is echoed in the very name: Sufiya 
echoes the S u fi sect o f  Islam. Everything in and about Sufiya poses 
threats to the existing order, the Bethlehem o f  traditional values 
created over the years by the male domain and extrenLities of religion. 
(2001 : 1 1 3-4) 

How tragic is it for the character that the readers cannot concentrate o n  her personal 

su ffering but are constantly reminded of the author's agenda! However, marriage is 

shown a mys tery to Sufiya . Relation is  an unconquered land to her. This is no 

subaltern looking for power in silences or inactions .  Su fiya's power is in taking 

control over it and then p laying the destructive role on/wi th i t. As long as women 

are used to being treated like obj ects, it is okay for men to be with a tunnel vision. 

But when the male gender ge ts a little taste of their own medicine, cry foul. I t  is  so 

scary to them because i t  undermines the psychological mind control they have 

implicitly assumed was their right as males. H owever, ques tions remains if Sufiya can 

be credited for her acts o f  madness that has method targe ted to oust the patriarchy. 
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!Vfale gaze in relation to feminist theory presents asymmetrical gaze as a means of 

exhibiting an asymmetrical power relationship, that is ,  the male gazing upon a female 

renders the female having an unwanted gaze upon her. However, this may not 

necessarily be the case; many societies have women who enj oy being gazed upon, 
. 

models and beauty pageants in Western society for example, have women who are 

willing to be gazed upon. Rushdie is aware o f  this culture and makes use of this in his 

own way. Rani Harappa and Navid Hayder of different generations show us a 

growing tendency o f  favouring the male gaze. In Mohenjo, Rani's discovery and 

acknowledgement of her faults pave the ways for shame and guilt that ISAs of the 

male dominated society impose at wil l. 

The gaze can be ch aracterised by who is doing the looking. Arguab ly, Shame 

accounts for at  least fo ur types of gaze .  Firs tly, the spec tators gaze:  the spectator who 

is viewing the text. This is o ften us, the reader of a certain text. We gaze upon 

di fferent characters from the both gendered poin ts- of-view. A female reader would 

gaze upon O mar in his adolescence, upon Iskander and Omar when they are 

together; a male reader would linger on three Shak..il sisters when they fan tasize, 

Bilguis during her naked walk in public and also the episodes in Bariamma's dwelling. 

Secondly, there is intra-diegetic gaze, where one person depicted in the text i s  

looking a t  another person or objec t i n  the text. This is s hown in the cases of Sufiya 

and Rani. Omar too: 

. . .  the women of the country began marching against  God . . .  they 
needed careful handling. So he trod cautiously, even though . . .  he 
should strip the whores naked and hang them from aU available tress. 
(1 983:  249) 

Thirdly, there is extra-diegetic gaze, where the person depicted in the text looks at 

the spectator, such as  an aside, · or an acknowledgemen t of the fo urth wall. O mar's 

commentaries and statements direc ted to the readers allow him a power position. We 

are time again reminded by Rushdie that S hame's elemen ts parallels that o f  a 

meta fiction.  Omar's advan tage in talking to the readers is a surprising power position 

p p� rl j n �  ';'/lmp. i n  � nosunodern age 
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from that angle. And finally there i� Rushdie's 'camera gaze' - the gaze of the author 

/ dire ctor, i .e . ,  his agenda.  

I nitial ly, Sufiya is the shame o f  her mother. She is the shame o f  not being the right 

sex, o f  not being the expected son for their parents. After a s hort period o f  shouti ng 

at hospital over confusion that Raza and Bilguis's newborn baby could be a son, 

Raza comes to know that it is  a daughter - the mirac le of li fe for Bilguis, which we nt 

wrong. The baby is as hamed for her parents. She was too easily ashamed at her being 

the wrong sex. 

l\nd at this point - when her parents had to admit  the immutability of 
her gender, to submi t, as faith demands, to God; at this very instant the 
extremely new and sopori fic being in Raza's arms began - it's true! - to 
blush. (1 9 83:  90) 

Bilguis admits in her own voice even when Sufiya is j ust two years: "I must accept it: 

she is my shame." S u fiya is the only pUl;e and clean (pak) in the midst o f  a dirty world 

because she was caught by an i diotic fever and became idiot a fter that. And idiots are 

innocent by de finition. (1 983:  1 20) 

Sufiya blushed for the fust time at her own birth for being the "wrong miracle". Ten 

years later she blushed again tre mendously at her family surroundings for being loved 

by elders. The ancient lady of the family find her lips had been mildly burned by a 

sudden rush heat to S u fiya's cheek while she intended to kiss Sufiya. Sufiya got 

ashamed for two reasons - when her existence got noticed by o thers or when she 

was loved ,  and also when she felt  ashamed for others. At her birth she blushed 

because she felt her mother's shame . And as she was growing up, she loved to be 

loved and became red when she wa s loved .  Bilguis, her mother, says, "Anyone puts 

eyes on her or teUs her two words and she goes red, red like a chilli!" (1 983 :  1 2 1) 

The idiotic brain fever makes Sufiya such an idio t that she preternaturally receptive 

to all sorts of things tha t  float around in the ether. She finds herself like a sponge, a 

host o f  unfelt feelings, which are floating around her. These unfelt  feelings are the 
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emotions mostly embarrassment - shame of  the shameless world - that should have 

been felt, but were not. As she was host of aU those unfe lt feelings, i .e . ,  shame, she 

was named 'shame'. 

Bei�g a miracle-gone-wrong, Sufiya, also known as Shame (1983: 197) ,  had 

discovered in her unconscious self the hidden path thClt links Jharam to violence. In 

her 12 years, she felt shame for her mother again who was not being treated as a 

beloved wife. Bilquis was irrita ted with turkeys of  Pinkie but Raza did not take any 

step for soothing the irritation, rather his silences supported Pinkie. Sufiya felt this 

humiliation of her mother which turned out by the act of violence of tearing off two 

hundred and eighteen turkey heads and then reached down into their bodies to draw 

their guts up through their necks with her tiny and weapon-less hand. 

She felt the shame of her family again when her sister Good News Hyder being 

engaged to Haroun for marriage got physically attached to Police Captain Talvar and 

turned down her family's choice Haroun at [he wedding day. As Sufiya linked up her 

feeling of  shame and embarrassment to violence unconsciously, she twisted the head 

of Talvar very violently. 

Later, Sufiya / Shame felt shame for not having conjugal ties as husband-wi fe with 

Omar and also for her husband 's deeds. She goes out wildly in the dark with veil 

over her and makes love to four adolescent boys only to severe their heads soon 

after. 

�ufiya is not 10 the centre of the novel, though she is in the malO plot and our 

protagonist. She is marginalised where others are in the centre relishing attention. 

Her being the subject of marginalisation started since her birth by being the wrong 

sex.  And her roaming through the isles of  periphery is strengthened by her being 

caught with a brain fever at the age of two. Though she shook off the fever by 

ayurvedic medicine, this drug engendered another il lness in her - a psychological 

bout. I t  s lowed her mental age down. She started growing up physically in a normal 

pace but the psychological bent of her mind grew in slow order. She finally became a 

Rearl i n o- Shamp in � nns tmn.1prn � O-P 
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duties and also slightly more than her fair  share of  the rough edge o f  Bariamma's 

tongue". 

As N ational Figures 

As noted in the book !¥/omen and Politic:.· in fJlam, which covers the trial of Benazir 

Bhutto, the Quranic stand on women leaders is in staunch opposition: "A nation that 

appoints a woman as its ruler shall never prosper" says the Bukhari commentary on 

the Quran. Yet  a number of  women han: attained high political positions in both 

Pakistan and India. Benazir B hutto, former Prime Minister o f  Pakistan, is the model 

for the character Arjumand "the Virgin T ronpants" Harappa in Shame. Although 

Rushdie portrays her as a woman resentfu l  of her female body - "it brings a person 

·nothing but babies, pinches, and shame", Bhutto herself told to NewJweek that it is 

"the people who resent me [that] do so because I am a woman." 

By following her father Zulfikar Ali Bhutto into political leadership, Benazir and her 

literary counterpart "the Virgin Ironpan rs" highlight an interesting trend in South 

Asia poli tics: the family connection. According to Rozina Visram in her book Women 

in India and PakiJtan, the reason women have  been able to overcome social obstacles 

and reach high political o ffices may be fa n-u ly relationships .  Both the prime minister 

o f  Sri Lanka and Bangladesh (Sirimavo Bandaranayake and Khaleda Zia, respectively) 

came to power a fter the murders of their h usbands, for instance. 

In Rushdie's [-<lI1Y, the author explore� male rage through figures of a rchetypal 

femininity . The two central tropes in the novel are mythical  "Furies" and "living 

dolls" - either cyborg creations or "real" women dollified and finally murdered by 

their male lovers. Charting the move fwm "doll" as representation o f  the "real" 

thing to "living women lwho] wanted to be doll-like, to cross the frontier and look 

like toys" (Fury 74) ,  Rushdie concludes: " N ow the doll was the original, the woman 

the representa tion" (74) . Does this reversal further reinforce women's positioning as 

objects, or does Rushdie o ffer a critique of  this objectification of women? 

I aim to employ Donna Haraway's reading of the cyborg figure (in A NIan�feJto For 

C;yborgj] as a revolutionary option for women and confront it with  Rushdie's 
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hat  she then becomes Sufiya Zinobia. And consequently becomes "about this 

lovel".  The narrator acknowledges the birth of this character, as one who manifests 

:rom reality. He even names the girl "/\na hita Muhammad, known as Anna".  The 

1arrator discusses fur ther his creation of Sufiya (or his inability to ignore her?) : 

She danced behind my eyes, her nature changing each time I glimpsed 
her: now innocent, now whore, then a third and a fourth thing. But 
finally she e luded me, she became a ghost, and I realised that in order 
to write about her, about shame, I would have to go back East, to let  
the idea breathe i ts favourite air. Anna, deported, repatriated to a 
country she had never seen, caught brain-fever and turned into a sort 
o f  idiot. (1 983: 1 1 6) 

The narrator has even questioned his own authority; he has explained that he has left 

his country o f  birth and is now a duel emigrant  who has "learned Pakistan in slices." 

He says, "I  think what I am con fessing is that, however I choose to write about over

there, I am forced to reflect that world in fragments of broken mirrors . . .  must 

reconcile myself to the inevitability of the missing bits" (66).  But the fragmented self 

is not merely a vagrant, or a postmodern ob session with "un-belonging", it is a 

longing to re-envision his own in terpretations of truth, masculine, though they may 

be. He understands that he exists on the periphery and that Sufiya has much more 

"Truth" in her narrative than Omar or even himself. He acknowledges her status  to 

him as "innocent, guilty, whore" because these are each different manifestations of 

her. Constantly in flux along with history - every momen t  - new identities - new 

perceptions. 

The narrator is questioning the story of S u fiya Zinobia and the prese nce of shame 

within her. Su fiya, the "hapless devourer o f  men" has become something entirely 

different. She has  become 'anti myth' and 'anti-fairy-story' because she is forced to 

be each of these things . Her role is completely contradictory. She is the symbol for 

shame but simultaneously she is the symbol for a reality which exists outside of the 

historical imposition o f  shame onto a culture, and specifically o nto women .  In the 

following passage the narrator explores the roo ts o f  shame - which have no 

objective nature; therefore, shame itself  is fictitious. Shame is a product o f  historical 

myth: 
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Rushdie's  fragme n ted 

individuals 

a llows room 

may come to (24) . 

mlIlulPie histori e s  to In one space, 

rnuth<: of a culture can becOlme p ha n tom o ne arm lifted 

m a o f  farewell". 

rll l ,a " t ', n "  of women 

JiienceJ his tex ts. I f  

o f  women 

a t  women I n  

women I n  

victims for Rani 

Image 

In gerlenH, 

fic tion cannot s tudied WlthC>u t  measuring the 

construct n. U ;:)l l'U.LL provide s u s  Images 

then the L \.. " U I L " 

enough to prove 

can be totally nusle:adlng. One 

t not  a single one i s  \..a�) aUIL o f  

are i n  Goontil leke's words "not riPI'l <:l1TP' are 

"u e' IJ IJ « ,  powerless" H il l «l U  c aoturlES the 

fol lowing passage : 

we is a gallery women who are 
and (Arjumand 'virgin J rO!1p!1tS' demen ted 
mc)romc . . .  dul led i nto nullity (l"arrah),  driven to 
or SWClcie (Good News . . .  throughout, 

Reading S/lume in a po:>tf11lodern age 

(Rani, .LI l1\..j Ul;) 

woman, 



is somet hing terribly 

VIew 

more than half the population 

through a system 

with this 

IS  

o f  
appea rs 1n 

IS 

case to be 

o f  the woman. 

it  elides the 

Rushdie 

- the state of women - it migh t seem possible, but 

this conclusion can o nly I f  one were to the Rus h di e  text as a l l  

on wha t text what  it to 

We must  the text. 

movement 

Regardless their J..imited 1n a male-dominant  society, women 

contributed substantia l ly in the day-to-day 

same or 

o f  

that women enj o y  in 

W hile they may not 

West, they 

made IS not a 

b u t  ra ther a no account 

o f  In 

o f  
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Chapter Four 
CONCLUSION 



1 

Jook, 

Kademic and 

a ttitudes 

the term to 

of prejudiced outsider ' 

imperialism in the 1 8th and 1 9 th 

of both this scholarly tradition of some 

come In and 

Swapna 

and 

both 

shaped by 

Said was critical 

In Shame, the potential 

understanding o f  

Rushdie brings some dis tinct  flavours o f  in  the novel and seems t o  a n  

o f  i t  though he i s  n o t  a author. The is portrayed s trongly 

with the description and three Shakil most 

condition of Orientalism, they remain mysterious up to the finishing of the noveL 

Shakil are developed as dissolving 

with one a even o ther o f  the 

novel have tough . They are weird in manners and 

in their psychological  understanding and perception o f  the world 

matters; their 

the deathbed; to for them a lo t  

actuality kicked the bucket with Then come idea and 

In company 

to keep 

relations hip rituaL They to 

each other about those u nreal bits 

and they are fond 

of physical 

which a ttracts They 

attraction the people, native and neighbours alike. They celebrate 

wanted 

They applaud 

of lurking physical 

o f  and most 

getting themselves the 

In party thrown by them, on ly the 

I 

and 

men were invited and 

which remain untouched even the 

moun tain of food and 

of 
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was son Omar on their to 

lesso n  for 

not 

engendering in him a 

li fe proved to be a real 

seen never 

Omar was not able to know about 65 o f  even 

not know who is his biologica l  and the servants were i n  utter 

and rhythmic in preclicdng and 

human 

three sisters a s  

plan to oust 

control 

The 

in touch 

themselves in 

three Shakil 

till the 

long 

hallucination 

that servants could not eve n 

if we think 

lurks in  the mInd.  

birth it's 

all 

assertion 

but  it also buys them an . 

pos t -colonial 

time was 

who 

to foo l  

them 

dimi nish 

doubly '-VL'V L .u ",-,-, 

birth to another son Babar who is never introduced and kept 

IS added with this controlled motherhood and 

the 

his malaria .  

with two 

people, Only 

our 

Those three old women 

a nd beloved son 

are literary of 

though Ii fe-

their two sons were revealed to O mar a t  

On the o ther hand, Orien talism ,..p !"','",,, !",,,'; to white women brown male writer 

Rushdie. him, women are t'YI,,·C"rt>, .. , 

sub-conti n e n t. Oricntalism been 

Shame in a pos tmodern age 

as we see i n  typical novels about 

when wome n  



(1  1 28). 

In an on Salma n  

Rushclie's representa tion 

are 

nul li ty 

"unspoken o f  the 

}Jjaz  c laims the  

women IS 

by "mad ness,  

any fundamen ta l  sense,  mere o f  

o f  

more centrally, women have and produced 

1 is something with a novel which 

vtrtua l ly woman," Ahmad c ontinues ,  to  pitied, most  arc to laughed a t, 

some are to be none may u nderstood In relation to o f  

survival and 'which are none o ther production of history itself." 

(1 5 1) 

to on lac k o f  the of women in 

in which Shame wome n  In 

Pakistan,  let  us of what i t  means to WrIte a na tional 

constitutive of women I n  

their m arginalisation - as  a - from access to ways 

o f  

o n to world 

interpretation the worldly-versus-othcrworldly s tructure o f  this 

interwoven tyrant / 

/ 

oppositions. 

plot 

/ spiritua l  

(in case Omar's mothers, 

underivin(r commenta rv ) h _ 
, 

democrat, an  opposition the 

a uthor foregrounds in the / Iskander a dversity, turns 

out  to be on a 

tyra n t  / can dim the d evilish espousal  of two former 
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trle:nds, then enemies.  The name of the penpneral Khayyam Shakil, is 

renowned for his mothers' devilish t'P, , " "" '" 

1 2H1J " 2) .  a s  he himself not uses more dire 

ot llerworld lv plane, to be  the chief  verses, but  a lso turns out ,  o n  

KUSn!:lle s t1'agm(�nted na.rraucln i s  the only way he can n t',,, ,,, ,,, ,.., a COi1eSIve picture. I t  

i n  his texts. 

an historical 

Rushdie's 

Lacking a 

COlnplex identity i ssues (of the u n  CL V U  

postrno.:ler:n technigue s alloyv him to qu(�suon 

are dealt  

fascin a ted and appalled by 

career. As a postmodern 

di fficult to conceive" 

decentred: how can i t  

basis for beli e f  

on t h e  present realties. 

of ' fruth in her 

Pol i tics" she a sserts 

has been 

IS  

e ffec tive acuon aJ2;atns t  1"<,,..,, ..-. ,,<,  

"Postmodern humalruli:y is  

"'",,'U l l " "  tyranny if  decentering rernoves 

rea.ae:rs to guestion reali ty,  he must Slrnul ta:nei::m:sl 

So while Rushdie urges 

acknowledge that  he has no 

on.  Furthermore 

within h im self a s  

must with issue o f  the tyran t  as  one  

and teller o f  s tories .  The story of  

was  reshaped by o ther c haracters who upon a falsely crea ted  

cre a tion o f  stories  a 

moment  in Shame 

narrator also. Hume points to a n  

narra tor exp12llnS, "Well, well, I 

goblinish, 

I agree, I 

only telling a fairy-s tory , 

L' L '","'"":> i t  pretty easy for you," is 

even i f  i t  

some 

sound a little rlP,DUI<! h ' 

narrator is d e fe nding 

rid a dic tator 

s torytelllng methcld as  well a s  

t h e  author, 

assigned 

palimpse s t  

illustrated within 

the narra tor o f  

IS 
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role o f  "subject". I t  IS  

to be  uncovered, 

tyranny are central to the 

the multiple levels of 

of the story forces readers 

n o t  known who 

the 

to 



dicta tors a re Nonetheless the narrator the  as 

s hould.  

disman tied c n !, u,"'" and boundaries and 

I t may simple divisions o f  the 

them a tised as emgma. we must  n o t  overlook the 

multiple of s torytelling and me taphor within tex t. Most importantly i t  

not the creation o f  a n d  her relationship the narrator. 

Sufiya is o f  of  the is  acknowledged 

by the narrator 

her nature that  more 

Sufiya is a product fa ntasy. 

empowerment  

Daval 
J 

IS 

than a subjection 

the blurring 

the  female, but 

to outlive the VIew 

J oan S cott's IS 

the  female or a limiting of the potential. 

and 

acknowledge s this to 

true only i f, "historical IS seen as a for the  of the  

o f  feminism, if  IS  m ade to depend on some 

inherent, \X!hen one i n to account idea 

fantasy as an 1t IS 

in  a differen t  light, with a postmodem slant  - of course.  

project 

that 

contextu al read of  Rush die 's work. 

IS to Scart with a feminist  

on basis of  a try to 

of  male  narra tor, partIcularly m 

expenential di fferences to with "P ,-..n-" "  

t o  u n ders tand the author's 

to know me, just  the one of me, you'll 

Shame in a age 

without allowmg 

context and (65) . Again, i t  is 

have been a swallower o f  lives; and 

to swallow the l ot as  well ."  
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Now that we have finally made it through layer upon layer let us explore the creation 

of Sufiya Zinobia juxtaposed with the accepted existence of Omar Khyamm Shakil. 

Through these fictional charac ters, the narrator is acknowledging that the s tories we 

are often told are no more salient than the ones we try to ignore. The two characters 

become the primary focus of the novel - while the political upheaval o f  a country in 

turmoil encompasses them, the two remain largely unaffected.  They become their 

own story - an unlikely pair th rown together by chance and o f  course - shame. They 

are creations of the present historical realities of the "fairy story". And they are 

fictions through which the narrator can attempt to assess the only Truth possible. 

This vicious portrayal of Sufiya is what Dayal was referring to when he discusses 

gender issues in Shame and the problem of blurring the lines of the feminine and the 

masculine. The author says that, "Men and women in the Third world invariab ly 

seem condemned to a s tereo typically feudal, patriarchal, or neocolonialist social 

structure in which women are subordinated" (48) . j\ijaz expresses a similar view 

concerning the nature o f  Sufiya, he says, "She becomes in this passage then, the 

oldest of the misogynist myths :  the virgin who is real ly a vampire, the irresistible 

temptress who seduces men in order to ki l l  them, not an object of male manipulation 

but a devourer of hapless men" (1 468) .  According to these scholars the 

characterisations support the dominant beliefs of the controlling forces rather than 

dispel them. But Sufiya is representa tive of something beyond myth or s tereotype. 

However, i t  becomes c lear that Sufiya is a manifestation of reality whereas Omar is a 

peripheral distortion o f  reality. 

Surprisingly, through these fragments and snapshots R.ushdie achieves a holistic 

picture of the time and place in the cultural his tory of the sub-continent. What  is 

more, he - being in exile - finds his place in it too. So the notorious 'beast' as 

understood by Muslim clerics is a fter all slouching towards the target Bethlehem: 

[Rushdie] bleeds in shame and writes like a shameless writer. The end 
result is the violent outburst of a migrant writer writing from exile. He 
hurls his literary cannonballs to augment his p lace in the canon. The 
reign of the slouching beast, however rough he is, over Bethlehem is 
simply a matter of  time.  (200 1 :  1 1 6) 
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